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- ABSTRACT

The paper investigates the persistence of profits for industrial

firms in Brazil during the period 1986-98. A simple theoretical

frameworkjustifies an autoregressive formulation for excess profits. A

strong form ofpersistence can then berelated to the presence of a unit

root. Recently developed panel data unit root tests enable the

consideration of short panels. The results thus obtained for three

different forms of excess profitability mostly favour the presence ofa

unit root,indicating that despite a more competitive environmentin the

Brazilian economy onecan still observe extremely persistent profits.

RESUMO

O artigo investiga a persisténcia dos lucros para firmas industriais

no Brasil ao longo do periodo 1986-98. Uma abordagem tedrica

simplificada justifica uma formulacdo autoregressiva para 0 excesso de

lucros. Umaformaforte de persisténcia pode entao ser relacionada a

presenga de umaraiz unitaria. Testes para raiz unitaria em painel recen-

temente desenvolvidospossibilitam a consideragao de painéis curtos. Os

resultados assim obtidos para trés formas diferentes de excesso de

lucratividade predominatemente favorecem a presenca de umaraiz

unitaria, indicando que apesar do ambiente mais competitivo na econo-

mia brasileira pode-se ainda observar lucros extremamente persistentes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional microeconomic théory usuallysustains the notion that
the socalled abnormal profits could be diluted in the long run as a result

of competitive pressures accruing from the entry of new firms. The

empirical assessment of such mechanism has given rise to a broad

empiricalliterature on profit persistence for developed countries [the

works collected in MUELLER(1990)are representative]. Such efforts

constitute attempts in dynamically characterizing the competitive process,

andreveal a dissatisfaction with thestatic character of structure-conduct-

performance models [see e.g. BROZEN (1971a,b)]. The referred

empirical literature has addressed theprofit persistence issue by means

of econometric models with autoregressive dynamicsjustified upon a

simple theoretical framework [see GEROSKI (1990)]. This class of

medels has not, however, been fully explored in termsofits diverse
implications. In fact, one observes, in contrast with the macroeconomic

literature, a slow dissemination ofthe use of timeseries techniques in the -

_ context of Industrial Organization - IO - that reflects to someextent

the difficulties in obtaining long timeseries for microeconomic data[see

BYERS & PEEL (1994)]. In this sense, the large growth of the
macroeconomicliterature on unit roots triggered by NELSON &

PLOSSER(1982) did not have comparable impacts in the context of

the IO literature despite the fact that persistence is also an important

issue in thelatter literature. Recent developments in the econometric

testing of unit roots in the context of panel data [see LEVIN & LIN

(1992, 1993) and IM, PESARAN & SHIN (1997)] provide the
opportunity for formal testing of a strong form ofpersistence even wi
short-panels and constitute therefore a relevant additional tool kit for the
profit persistence literature. In addition’ to this methodological
motivation, we understandthat the application to a developing country
like Brazil can be especially illuminating. That economy experienced
significant changes in the 90s associated with a tradeliberalization process
and with theprice stabilization that followed the Real Plan in 1994. One
can, in principle, characterize the recent period in Brazil as more
competitive what provides an interesting setting for this type of
investigation. The remainderof the paperis organized as follows. The
second sectionpresentsa brief digression on time-series models in the
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context ofprofit persistence analysis and discusses the usefulness of
panel data unit roottests in that context. The third section presents the
empirical analysis by describing the data the construction andpresenting
the results obtained fromthe unit roottests. Finally, the fourth section
brings some concluding remarks.

2. PROFIT PERSISTENCE AND ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

2.1. Basic theoretical framework

It is possible to construct simple theoretical frameworks that
provide foundations for empirical analyses of profit persistence. An
influential example is given by GEROSKI (1990) who motivates a
simple autoregressive empirical model with a simplified theoretical
model. The basic steps can be summarized as follows. Let
P(t) = a(t) - mp(t) denote firm’s excess profits at period t, where a(#) and
mp(t) represent firm’s profitability at period ¢t and the long-run
competitive rate-of-return respectively. We can consider two general
classes of factors determining changes in P(t). First there are systematic
factor.s (say “entry” E(t)and a set of other factors orthogonalto the
first class that can be generically referred as “luck” u(t) that would be
an i.1.d. normally distributed process with zero mean and variance 6,’
Next the author conceives a simple expression relating changes in excess
profitability to the twoclasses of explanatory factors:

Apt) = 6, + y, E(t) + y, plt-1) + nl?) (1)
where Ap(?) = p(t) - p({t-1).

A difficulty associated with the previous expression refers to theexistence of non-observable components in E(t), including, for example,potential entry. Thelatent vartheme link lable characterof this formulation requires
then a link that expresses E(t) in terms of observable factors, a possibility
is given as follows:

EQ) = Aolt-t) - p+a) (2)

 

‘
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4
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_wherep" denotes the equilibrium value of p(t) which does not induce

_ further entry movements and ¢ > 0 stands for a speed parameter

indicating the attractiveness of entry. Even when p(t - 1) = p' one can

observe an exogenous flow of entry or exit given by 4(?) which it is

assumed to be a normally distributed process with zero mean and

variance 02. By combining expressions (1) and (2) we can obtain

expression(3) which only involves observable variables

pi) = a+ ap+o)
where az (8- 7,4p), A= (7,6 + 7, + 1) and 2) ~ NO, 6? = 7, & + 4

It is possible then to obtain a simple autoregressive formulation
upon the aforementioned author’s approach, where 2 would indicate the

degree of persistence. A formal testing of the extreme persistence

involvedin the case of 2 = 1 would not had been possible before the

advent of panel data unit root tests which allow for short time periods.

It is worth mentioningthat a similar panel autoregressive analogueto
expression (3) could bereadily obtained (with double subscripts). In fact,
if one conceives firm specific dependencies in expressions(1) znd (2)
that would beindeed the case.

2.2. Panel data unit roots

It is well knownthattraditional unit root tests possess low power

against near unit root alternatives[see e.g. DIEBOLD & NERLOVE
(1990)]. The development of panel data unit root tests addresses this
aspect and additionally allows considering data sets with a short time

dimension. Early treatments appear in QUAH (1994). The most
disseminated results were developed by LEVIN & LIN (1993, 1994)

and IM, PESARAN:& SHIN (1997) and surveys on the topic appear

in BANERJEE (1999) and MADDALA & WU(1999). The range of
applicaions whichis still restrict and does not comprise IO studies.

Examples of applications include BERNARD & JONES(1996) in the
context of productivity convergence, CULVER & PAPELL(1997) on
inflation and PAPELL (1997) on purchasing powerparity.
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Levin and Lin - LL - consider unit root testing for different
models with different degrees of heterogeneity across time and units.
The main result obtained referred to simple Gaussian limiting
distributionsin contrast with functionals of Brownian motion obtained
in the traditional literature. Onerepresentative specification (model5 of
LL (1992)) for a generic variable y is given by:

Ay, = a + fy, + &, be lwN t= 1,...,7

with the null hypothesis H,: a = 8 = 0 Vi. The alternative hypothesis

is given by H, = £ = B <0 Vi. Thereferred test can be carried by
means of the

t

statistic obtained upon a within-group estimator for
panel. It can be shown that under the null of a unit root

V1.25 t, + V1.875N => N(0,1). In the event of serially correlated errors,
one can consider augmented regressions and éxamine the ADFstatistic
which will possess the same limiting distribution. Further extensions
pertaining serial correlation and heterocedasticity appear in LEVIN &
LIN (1993). The various tests developed by LEVIN & LIN possess
some importantlimitations. The main limitation refers to a common
parameter#across different units. This assumption will be too restrictive
in the context of the alternative hypothesis. IM, PESARAN & SHIN -
IPS ~ (1997), provide a panel data unit root test that relaxes such
assumption. Considering the model given in expression but with
parameter #varyingacross units as given below:

Ay, = &; +BY, + &, t= 1wiN ¢ = 1,...,7

IPS proposetest where H’: B.=0 Vi and H: dist. B < 0.0
eOnetherefore relaxes the strong homogeneity assumption embodied inthe LL tests. The simplest test proposed by IPS, the so called t-bar

Statistic is defined as the averageoftheindividual Dickey-Fuller (DF) oraugmented Dickey-Fuller (ADP),say r statistics:

~~

N

>a where t= Pi
i-l o,

t=

z
l
[
-

i

where WN (7 - Erp = 0)/(Var(«, fi = OJ") ~ N(,1)
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The means E(z|, = 0) and variances Var(z,|A, = 0) were
obtained by IPS by meansof Monte Carlo simulations for the same

degree of augmenting in the different time series (in the present

application 2 and’3). In the present application We will consider thet-

bar test for different excesprofitability measures. The t-bar test for a

model with a deterministic trend will also be considered to assess

persistence though this formulation is not directly implied from the
previous presentation.

3. EmpPiRICAL ANALYSIS

3.1. Data Sources

The main data sourceis the data bank on the 1000largest firms
in Brazil which is generated in an annual basis and comprises balance
sheets andresults accounts. This data bank is organized by the Centre of
Entrepreneurial Studies and Finance - Getulio Vargas Foundation -
Brazil. It was possibleto obtain annual data for the period 1986-98,for
-which we considered.the largest possible (balanced) panel of industrial
firms. Three profit rates definitions were considered: profit before taxes
divided by total assets (GPTA), profit after taxes divided by total assets
(NPTA)and operating profits divided by total assets (OPTA). In order
to empirically implementtheanalysis outlined in the previoussection,
one generates sample means ofthe profit rates under the different
definitions. For the sake of empirical implementation the profitability
deviations are constructed upon the period sample mean given
generically byz= > Ffor all ¢. Similar profitability deviations were

constructed, for example, by JENNY & WEBER (1990), ODAGIRI &
YAMAWAKI(1990) and SCHWALBACH & MAHMOOD(1990)
amongothers.

-i11 
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3.2. Empirical Results

Table 1 showsthe tradeliberalization process in Brazil which
started in 1990 in terms of a declining trendin the nominal tariffs. This
change coupled with theprice stabilization following the Real plan in
1994 would in principle signal a more competitive environment.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

Table 1 |

Nominaltariffs (%) for selected industry sectors in Brazil

Sector Sy) Dy) Rb jaf Oo jy
Steel 152 143 101 81 65 55
Othermetalwork 340 348 276 234 199 163

Machinesandtractors 387 37.1 28.4 245 202 19.1

Electricalmaterial 4120441 352 298 235 188
Electronicequipment 39.4 40.6 352, 288 243 207|

Vehicles, trucks andbuses 650 787 587 488 39.0 34.0
Othervehiclesandparts 380 374 299 254 208 179|
Woodandfurnishing 28 254 164 111 98 95|
Cellulose, paperandprinting 2443 23.6 134 109 95 93|
Rubberindustry 476 466 348 285 206 149|
Various chemicalproducts 3.5 211 162 137 113 109

|

Pharmaceuticaland 344 315 208 169 138 128
perfumeryindustry a
Plasticarticles 395 390 312 260 192 168

|

Textileindustry 52.5 313 304 245 203 144
Clothing 75.0 Sil 483 388 29.3 200

|

Leatherandfootwear 35.8 29.6 248 205 160 142

|

Coffeeindustry 289 289 200 156 144 122

|

Drinksandotherfoodproducts 435 435 369 304 205 163

|

Sample mean 31.6 300~ 23.3 192 154 13.2 
 Note sample means werecomputed overall sectors not only forthe selectedthat are
reporied in the table. Source: KUME (1998).

The results obtainedin the panel data unit root testing for three
measures of profitability are Presented next in tables 2 and 3.

12
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- Paneldata unit roots results (t-bar test without time trend)

Variable TestStatistic p-value _Test Statistic p-value

(lag 2). ~ (lag 3)
GPTA 0.464 . 0.321 1.719 0.957

NPTA __-0.042 0,483 0.915 0.820
OPTA -6.761 0.000 -4.204 0,000

Table 3
Paneldata unit roots results (t-bar test with time trend)

Variable TestStatistic p-value —_Test Statistic p-value
(lag 2) (lag 3)

GPTA 0.295 0.384 -0.350 0.363

NPTA “1.1777 0.120 -2.295 0.011
OPTA -0.403 . 0.343 -3,038 0.001  
 

When oneconsiders thet-bar statistic for the model without time
" trendtheresults favourthe existenceof a unit root, except in the case
ofthe OPTAvariable.

When we focus the analysis in the model with time trend, as

indicated by table 3, we reject the null hypothesis of unit rootfor NPTA
and OPTAfor augmentinglags of 3, but in any case the overall evidence
appearsto favourthe existence of a unit root and therefore an extreme

form of persistence in profitability despite an apparently more
competitive environmentin Brazil.

4. FINAL COMMENTS

The paper investigated a strong form of non-stationarity releree
to the existence of unit root in the autoregressive process associate a

excess profitability in Brazil. This simple formulation can be theoretic rh

motivated and recent developed panel data unit root tests can provi

13
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formal testing of persistence in the context of short panels. Despite the
fact that a large proportion of the studied years could be labelled as
“competitive” the evidence indicated that an extremelevel of persistence
associated with the presenceofa unit root in excess profitability cannot
be discarded. This somewhat unexpected result emphasizes the
importance of consolidating competition and anti-trust policies in Brazil
which are still not mature. A relevant extension, currently under
investigation,refers to the use of quarterly data for the postliberalization
period. This robustness check will be useful despite the morerestricted
character of this alternative data source which possesses a smaller
numberof firms and only those that are unquoted.
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